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Abstract: A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller
make its appearance in various control mechanism due to its
adaptively, applicability and simple structure. The tuning for
parameters KP, KD and KI selection for PID is a tedious task. A
Particle-Swarm-Optimization (PSO) algorithm is an evolutionary
method that simulates the particles to provide best solutions in a
given search-space based on fitness value. It provides another
design of optimization for PID controller that provides better gain
parameters, fast convergence and quick computation, in this
paper, an efficient designed PSO based PID controller is then
synthesized with the help of Xilinx SYSGEN. To evaluate the
effectiveness and usefulness of PSO the DC motor based system
response is figured and compared it with conventional method.
Keywords: PSO algorithm, PID controller,
synthetization, PID optimization, PSO-PID controller

FPGA

I. INTRODUCTION
In industrial applications the control of motor’s speed, robot’s
position, and conveyor drive traction system is done using
voltage control techniques. The control of these machines can
be achieved by Mechanical, Electrical and Electronic
techniques.
In earlier the control is achieved using
mechanical techniques only [1]. Later the electrical and
electronic methods are introduced to overcome the control
problems. The PID is one of the best techniques used widely
in all control application in the industries for machines. Today
numbers of controllers still used PID for control action [2]. In
PID type controller the parameters tuning is a very difficult
task, different approaches of tuning have been proposed over
the past years. Some are based on system response of the plant
and some techniques require a model with the response of
plant. The Zeigler-Nichols and Cohen-Coon methods for
tuning are very popular among other traditional methods.
The Zeigler-Nichols is a good method for finding the gain of
PID but it is not performed well in large overshoots and is a
constraint with the type of system [3]. Where the modern soft
computing optimization techniques for tuning of PID
controller suggested to overcome the problems faced by
traditional methods. These tuning methods do not require any
system model information, these methods enhance the
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performance of PID parameters. A Neural Networks (NN),
Ant-Bee colony method (ABC), Genetic algorithm (GE),
Bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) and Particle swarm
optimization (PSO) are popular optimization techniques. A
PSO is simple and easiest optimization than other similar
techniques, it is a method taken from nature of bio-inspired
techniques. It provides an optimized solution in given
search-space by assigning various particles in swarm which
allotted a population-motion. In a swarm, the motion of each
particle is updated with reference to its own motion practice
and experience of another particle. It provides a flexible
mechanism to improve the local and global explorations [4].
The implementation of PID controller by digital methods has
complex task such as speed and power consumption but the
FPGA based realization provides low power consumption,
less cost, flexible design and less area utilization and fastest
performance than other digital approaches [5].
In this work, we have tried to represent the PID
optimization by PSO method in Matlab. For optimization the
PSO coefficients are initialized that improves the system
response through PID, the DC motor model is used to test the
output response of PSO tuned PID. The FPGA based
controller realization is done in Xilinx System Generator and
the synthetization is performed by Xilinx ISE. The
comparative outcomes provide the analysis between the
proposed method and conventional method.
II. PSO PID SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Plant Model
For the simulation of PID optimization, it is necessary to
describe plant model, hence the separately excited DC motor
in speed control mode is used. In this category of the motor
the armature and field windings are independent of each other
means that the the field current is not affected by the armature.
Therefore the mathematics of such type motor is defined by
given transfer function [6].
(1)
Where the RA = Armature resistance, LA=Armature
inductance, J=Motor inertia, B=Friction constant, KT=Torque
constant, KB=Back emf constant, v(s)=Input voltage and
w(s)=Motor speed output. The value for this parameter of DC
motor is given in Table 1.
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values the particles start to upgrade its velocity and positions
by following equations.
𝑚 +1
𝑣𝑛×𝑑

Table 1. Parameters of Dc Motor
Parameters
Armature Resistance, RA
Armature Inductance, LA
Motor Inertia, J
Friction Constant, B
Torque Constant, KT
Back EMF Constant, KB

Value
11.2ohm
121.5Mh
0.0221 Kgm2
0.002953Nm/rad/sec
1.28Nm/A
1.28V/rad/sec

𝑚
= 𝑤. 𝑣𝑛𝑑
+ 𝐶1 . 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 . 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡– 𝑥𝑛 ×𝑑
+ 𝐶2 . 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 . 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡– 𝑥𝑛 ×𝑑

(3)
(4)

B. PID Controller
PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller is the most
famous type of control widely use in engineering applications.
The others controller has never important like PID controller
but it should be tuned properly. The continuous type PID
controller as shown in Figure 1 and the transfer function for
the model is given as:

(2)

Where the
is updated velocity of n particle of m+1
iteration,
the n particle velocity of m iteration, rand () is
initially distributed random values (0-1), C1 and C2 represent
the acceleration constant, w denoted the inertial weight factor.
The inertial weight factor is used to maintain the particles last
velocity while the accelerations factors control the flow of
particles towards optimum solutions. The
is new
update position of n particle in m+1 iteration,
last n
particle position of m iteration. The particles position is
mainly depend upon update velocity whereas the update
velocity is totally control by acceleration factors and assigned
inertial weight.
D. PSO-PID Controller:
The PSO algorithm is utilize to tune the gain parameters of
PID. The adaption of new values of gain parameters is depend
on fitness function value as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. PID Controller Structure
Where U(S) is represented controller output, E(S) is the error
signal in S domain, KP represents proportional gain, KI denote
integral action that improves steady state and KD shows
derivative that enhance the performance of the system in the
transient state. First Ziegler-Nichols method is used to tune
the PID parameters but this method provide overshoots in
transient response, give a satisfactory response in steady state,
however the initial values for this conventional method is
taken from [6]. To overcome this problem the PID controller
is optimized by the PSO method that minimize error to
improve plant output.
C. PSO Algorithm:
PSO Algorithm: the PSO algorithm is based on stochastic
techniques such as ant colony method and genetic algorithm.
The concept of PSO is similar to the social behavior of birds
in swarm and flocking of fish is develop by Kennedy and
Hebert in 1995. PSO is an iterative method uses particles to
find optimum solution in specific search space. All the
particles has certain value called positions in PSO that is
compared to each other and evaluate against the value of
fitness function. The particle which has best fitness value
directed other particles to update it position. There are two
fitness value are required in the update process of particles the
personal best value called pbest value and global best value
called gbest value. The pbest value is trace in every iterations
of each particles and gbest is computed among the best
solution in pbest value [7][14]. After acquiring the best two
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Figure 2. Design Structure of PSO PID Controller
For PID controller the 3-d (dimensional) search space is used
that represents gains KP, KI and KD, the cognitive and social
factor empirically is equal to 4. The weight value is set
between 0 and 1, the value between 0.4-0.6 is consider best
value. The particle size and iterations is decided according to
requirement. The fitness function to calculate the
performance of plant in each iteration for all particles, the best
fitness value is chosen among all the calculated values of
fitness. The following listed steps are involve for optimization
of PID controller.
1st Step: The 1st step specifies the PID controller model and
its parameters that are needed in tuning process, the
proportional gain KP, integral gain KI and derivative gain KD.
After parameters definition the PID is connected with plant in
a closed loop.
2nd Step: Initialize size of particles N = 10, Dimension of
search-space D = 3 (for KP, KI and KD gains) and iteration
length M=1-20 is considered. Here different iterations size is
chosen to shows the effect of iterations on outcomes.
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3rd Step: Assign the weight = o.4, both accelerations factor
C1 and C2 = 2, positions and velocity to particles at initial
stage by random numbers in a two vectors one for position
and other for velocity. Then the initial fitness of each particle
pbest is computed the values stored in fitness vector.
4th Step: From the pbest fitness vector the minimum fitness
value gbest is determined and stored in variable.
5th Step: After calculating pbest and gbest, each particles
update its velocity and positions based on fitness value,
weight constant and acceleration co-efficient. The new
updated values are stored in already defined positions and
vectors for particles in 3rd step.
6th Step: Calculate the values of fitness pbest and gbest for
new updated position if these fitness values are improved the
replace last values with these new values.
7th Step: Repeat the steps 4th, 5th and 6th till the last iteration or
if any conditions for convergence is satisfied.
III. FPGA SYNTHETIZATION OF PID:
The implemented design on FPGA as per requirement can be
altered at any stage, from Xilinx System Generator XSG a
DSP based systems can be captured and designed in Simulink
environment easily. At first a continuous PID controller
defined in equation 2 for implementation in FPGA need to
transform in digital form as a DSP system structure with some
manipulations [8]. The digital form of continuous PID is
given by equation 5 and 6.

𝑈 𝑧 = 𝐾𝑃 +

𝐾𝐼 𝑇𝑠 1 + 𝑧 −1
𝐾𝐷 1 − 𝑧 −1
+
−1
2 1−𝑧
𝑇𝑠

𝑈 𝑧 = (𝐾𝑃 1 − 𝑧 −1 +

𝐾𝐼
2

(5)

𝑇𝑠 1 + 𝑧 −1 +

𝐾𝐷 1−𝑧 −1
𝑇𝑠

2

)𝐸 𝑧

(6)

Where U(z)=digitized output of PID, TS=Sampling time,
Z-1=Unit delay, with Xilinx SYSGEN the synthesizable
Verilog and VHDL file easily generated and then from
generated VHDL file the PID controller is synthesize in
Xilinx ISE using Spartan 3E FPGA board. The Figure 3-4
shows the Xilinx SYSGEN model of optimized PID.
Where U(z)=digitized output of PID, TS=Sampling time,
Z-1=Unit delay, with Xilinx SYSGEN the synthesizable
Verilog and VHDL file easily generated. The Figure 3-4
shows the Xilinx SYSGEN model of optimized PID. The
gateway in and gateway out blocks must be connected that
interface the Xilinx SYSGEN model with other models in
Simulink and converting the data of other type into FPGA
data type. The input and output signals is provided and taken
from these blocks.

Figure 3. Simulink Model of XILINX SYSGEN PID with Plant
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Figure 4. Internal Structure of XILINX SYSGEN PID Controller
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The simulation results are performed in MATLAB with DC
motor transfer function by taking parameters mention in
Table 1 for optimization and FPGA synthetization is
computed in Xilinx ISE. The step response for both methods
are illustrated and results are compared in terms of
overshoots, settling time and steady error. The Figure 5 shows
the response of conventional method having big overshoots
78%, 7.18s settling time and provides satisfied steady state.
The Figure 6-8 is shows PSO optimization with variable
iterations size n=1-20 it is be noted from the response that at
first optimization the PID provide few overshoots in transient
state and more settling time. As the iterations increases the
optimization almost eliminate the overshoots, give good
settling and rise time as given in Table 2.
Table 2. Optimized Values of PID Controller
Parameters
Overshoot,
OV
Rise Time,
RT
Settling
Time, ST
Proportional
Gain, KP
Integral Gain,
KI
Derivative,
KD

Conventional
Method

PSO
n=1

PSO,
n=10

PSO
n=20

78%

19%

8.3%

1.5%

0.123s

1.36s

1.43s

0.45s

7.18s

7.84s

11.8s

0.675s

15

1.31

1.77

5.18

105

0.55

0.31

0.19

0.54

0.28

0.56

0.4

Figure 5. Conventional Method Tuned PID Controller
Response

Figure 6. PSO Optimized PID Response when N=1
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Figure 7. PSO Optimized PID Response when N=10

Figure 8. PSO Optimized PID Response when N=20

After this optimization the Xilinx SYSGEN model is simulate
for synthetization in Xilinx ISE using VHDL generated file,
the synthesized model is shown in Figure 9-10. There is no

additional resources is required for realization of Xilinx
SYSGEN model through Xilinx ISE for FPGA but it need
some design manipulation for final hardware implementation.

Figure 9. RTL View of Synthesized PID Controller.
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Figure 10. Internal Structure of RTL View
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the digital PID controller is designed using
Xilinx System Generator tuned via PSO algorithm is
presented. In addition, optimization is compared with
conventional method. The results are evident about the
conventional method tuned PID controller is not performed
good having large setling time and big overshoots. The PSO
tuned PID controller provides satisfactory output by
optimizing the gain parameters KP, KI and KD, to minimize the
error difference between desire and actual response. It is also
noted that PSO optimization depends upon the number of
iteration, particles size and other constant in algorithm.
Gretaer number of iterations provide more accurate results
however, it slows the process. Optimization of the tuned PID
controller is realized with the help of Xilinx System Generator
XSG using DSP design techniques in FPGA. The SYSGEN
directly transforms the Simlulink model to VHDL file and is
deployed on FPGA chip. It can be conluded that the XSG is an
efficient tool for FPGA design realization from DSP
techniques.
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